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Palmero isn’t satisfied simply keeping patients safe during x-rays.  
We want them happy and calm. That’s why we make our aprons by 
hand in a wide range of cheerful, calming colors and styles. And they 
are FDA-approved!

Our patented Cling-Shield™ uses medical-grade, textured vinyl 
backing that clings in place ensuring coverage by preventing slippage. 

 

Each apron is made in the United States and is individually 
handcrafted. Our aprons are strong and durable, yet also flexible and 
comfortable for daily use. 

Vinyl aprons can be cleaned and disinfected with DisCide® Ultra 
Disinfecting Towelettes or sprays) and will not deteriorate or fade. 

For proper storage we recommend using Palmero’s apron hangers. 
with 5 styles to choose from, there is sure to be one to fit your needs.
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Palmero’s patented Cling Shield™ aprons are 
individually handcrafted in the USA.

We make 13 different styles of aprons, each available in vinyl or nylon and with a choice of over 30 colors 
and patterns. Additionally, all aprons except neck collars can be ordered in one of 3 silk screen facings.

CLING SHIELD Petite/Child  
Protectall Apron
Neck collar permanently attached. Covers 
from thyroid to below the gonadal area. Sized 
for petite adults or children. 20" x 20"
27: Dental 
27M: Medical 
27U: Unleaded

CLING SHIELD Coat
Full-length frontal protection. Wraps around 
back over shoulder blades. Ties at upper and 
lower back. 23" x 37½"
34: Dental 
34M: Medical 
34U: Unleaded

Economy  
Apron Hanger
White-coated stainless steel 

hanger. Not for use with Dual, Coat or Tech aprons but is a 
great low-cost option for all of our other Cling Shield aprons. 
Hardware included for hanging. 15" x 2"

Triple Timer
This electronic timer is great for the 
operatory, darkroom or lab. Three timing 
ranges (hours, minutes, seconds) can be 
set simultaneously. Magnetic white.  
Battery included. 3¼" x 2½"

X-Ray Tank Liner
These heavy-duty tank liners prevent 
messes when changing solutions. Fits 
all one gallon tanks with stainless steel 
inserts (except Rinn 5" x 7").  
18 bags and closures/package.

Deluxe Coat Panoramic  
Apron Hanger

Sturdy steel hanger specially 
constructed for use with pan-
oramic aprons such as our 

Dual and Coat aprons. 21" x 9¼"

CLING SHIELD Neck Collar
For the protection of the thyroid area.  
Velcro closing. One size fits all. 225⁄8" x 4¼"

25: Dental 
25M: Medical 
25U: Unleaded

CLING SHIELD  
Pano-Stole Apron

Lays over the shoulders to mid-thorax area in 
front. Back attaches with crisscross Velcro  

fasteners for easy size adjustment.  
30" x 12½"
29S: Dental 
29SM: Medical 
9SU: Unleaded

CLING SHIELD Adult  
Patient Apron

Covers from over the shoulders to below  
the gonadal area. 22¼" x 24¼"

20: Dental 
20M: Medical 
20U: Unleaded

Apron and X-ray Accessories
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To see all of Palmero’s apron 
styles call 1-800-344-6424

and request a catalog. You can 
also visit www.palmero.com
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